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Car dealerships in general tend to get a bad reputation. That's not the case, though, at Colonial
Subaru in Kingston, New York.

Colonial Subaru Dealers in NY offers so many benefits over other car dealerships New York, it's
difficult to know where to begin. One of the most unique services they offer is their Pet Lover's
Waiting Room. It's such a relief to pet owners to know that Fido doesn't have to stay at home while
Mom and Dad are out car shopping. After all, pets ride in the cars, too-shouldn't they have a say in
which one is purchased?

Another thing that separates Colonial from other New York Subaru dealers is the constant coupons
they offer. Just a quick glance through their Service section on their website and it's easy to see that
they offer some pretty great deals, especially for the cold winter months. One coupon is for their
Winter Service Special: $54.95 for nine different services on a Subaru. It includes an oil change, tire
rotation, top off of all fluids, and checks for engine coolant, cooling systems, brakes, tire pressure,
exhaust system, lights, and the a/c system. It's a pretty big deal for $54.95. As a bonus, online
coupons can even be sent to a phone. So, there's no more need to worry about printing out and
keeping track of coupons.

Even more savings can be found in their parts department. Parts Coupons are available on
everything from oil filters to floor mats. Car owners need not despair when they want genuine
Subaru parts.

Service is top priority at Colonial Subaru. Donald 'Buddy' Scism is the service manager at this New
York Subaru dealership, and he wants to make sure his Subaru clients have the best dealer and
service experience in New York. In fact, his photo and number are posted on the website so clients
can contact him at any time, with any questions.

Service is so critical to this New York Subaru dealership that they even have an 'Ask a Service
Advisor' email form for clients to fill out. Day or night, customers can send in their questions about
any issues they are having with their Subaru and a service advisor, specialist, or mechanic will get
back to them with an answer.

There's a lot going on at Colonial Subaru this spring. Their 'Love Spring' event is a great chance for
anyone (in New York or not) to check out the amazing deals Colonial is offering on Subarus.
Customers can lease a new 2012 Subaru Outback 2.5i for $279 per month or a new 2012 Subaru
Impreza for just $169 per month.

This New York Subaru dealer has a truly top-notch operation and has consistently delivered
excellent value to its clients. Customers (and their pets) are treated well from the pricing of a car, to
its sale, to its service. With a fully loaded inventory of both used and new vehicles, and a new 2012
lineup that is not to be missed, Colonial Subaru is a great choice for anyone interested in getting
behind the wheel of a Subaru.
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a Subaru Dealers in NY for all of your Subaru needs and wants.
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